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The functions of the National Bureau of Standards are set forth in the Act of Congress, March

3. 1901, as amended bv Congress in Public Law 619, 1950. These include the development and

maintenance of the national standards of measurement and the provision of means and methods

for making measurements consistent, with these standards; the deter ruination of physical constants

and properties of materials; the development of methods and instruments for testing materials,

devices and structures; ad’* i*or\ services to Government Agencies on scientific and technical

problems; invention and development of devices to serve special needs of the Government; and the

development of standard practices, codes, and specifications. The work includes basic and applied

research, development, engineering, instrumentation, testing, evaluation, calibration services, and

various consultation and information services. A major portion of the Bureau’s work is performed

for other Government Agencies, particular!) the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy

Commission. The scope of activities is suggested b> the listing of divisions and sections on the

inside of the back cover.

Reports and Publications

The results of the Bureau’s work take the form of either actual equipment and devices or

published papers and reports Reports are issued to the sponsoring agenc) of a particular project

or program. Published papers appear either in the Bureau’s own series of publications or in the

journals of professional and scientific societies. The Bureau itself publishes three monthly peri-

odicals, available from the Government Printing Office; The Journal ol Research, which presents

complete papers reporting technical investigations; the Technical News Bulletin, which presents

sumtnur) and preliminar) reports on work in progress; ami Basie Radio Propagation Predictions,

which provides data for determining the best frequencies to use for radio communications throughout

the world. There are also five series of nouperiodieal publications; The Applied Mathematics

Series. Circulars, Handbooks. Building Materials and Structures Reports, and Miscellaneous

Publications.’

information on the Bureau’s publications cun be found m N IPS Circular 160. Publications of

the National Bureau of Standards ($1.25* ami its Supplement (&0.75). available I rout the Superin-

tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25. D. C,

Inquiries regarding the Bureau s, reports should be addressed Jit the Office of. Technical Informa-

tion. National Bureau of Standards. Washington 25, D. C.
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Photometer for the Measurement
of the

Effective Intensity of Condenser-Discharge Lights

C. Ac Douglas

ABSTRACT

This report describes a method of determining the effective intensity
of flashing lights which produce flashes of short duration, e.g® condenser-
discharge lights. By the use of this method it is possible to record
effective-intensity distributions automatically* Examples of such distri-
butions are included.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past, measurements of the effective intensity of condenser-
discharge lights have generally been made by two methods: (1) coupling
the output of a phototube to a cathode-ray oscilloscope, photographing
the trace of the instantaneous intensity against time, integrating the
area under the curve and confuting the effective intensity; and (2)
charging a capacitor by the photoelectric current generated by one or
mare flashes and measuring the voltage developed with a vacuum-tube
voltmeter® Both of these methods are time consuming when an intensity-
distribution curve of a projector using a condenser-discharge lamp is

desired® In addition, there is often uncertainty about the accuracy of
the correction of the spectral response of the photometric system to

the CIE standard observer luminosity function; the sensitivity may be so
low that short photometric distances are required; and the phototube may
be saturated during part of the flash destroying the linearity of the

system® A method which will allow measurements of the effective-intensity
distribution of condenser-discharge units to be made and recorded auto-
matically is very desirable® The development of such a method using
equipment available at the National Bureau of Standards is described
below®

2® EFTTECTIT7E-INTENSITY PHOTOMETER

The effective-intensity photometric system is shown in figure 1.

Light from either the test unit or the standard lamp falls on a dif-
fusing glass so that the distribution of illumination on the photosensi-
tive surface of the phototube is independent of the distance of the light
source® A small aperture in front of this glass is used to control the

illumination on the phototube® The light then passes through the lumi-
nosity filter to the phototube. This filter is so designed that the
spectral response of the phototube-filter-diffusing glass combination
is essentially that of the luminosity function of the CIE standard
observer.
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A type PJ-lljB phototube is used because it is stable, has a low dark

current, and its relatively flat spectral response simplifies the design
of the luminosity filtered The correction of the spectral sensitivity
of the phototube is sufficiently accurate for the photometry of any "white”

light® The output current of the phototube is smoothed by the resistance-
capacitance network so that the d-c electrometer-amplifier will not be

overloaded during the flashes and so that output current will be suf-

ficiently stable to produce a smooth curve on the recording potentiometer.
The output of the system is, of course, proportional to the average photo-
electric current and hence to the average illumination at the phototube.

Notes The elecixometer -amplifier was operated with the ’'GROUND*1 switch
in the "I" position. With this arrangement, use of a single capacitor
across the input of the instrument was unsatisfactory because the feed-
back in the instrument produced low-frequency oscillations (of the order
of 0.1 to 0.5 cps) in the output® A network of the type shown eliminates
these oscillations® With the “GROUND** switch in the "E11 position a single
capacitor across the input may be ijsed® The time constant of the circuit
is then a function of the capacitance across the input and the input re-
sistance selected by the “INPUT RESISTANCE" switch® The arrangement shown
is considered preferable unless very long time constants are required, for
the time constant is relatively independent of the input resistance select-
ed and may be readily adjusted by changing the values of R^ and R2 . Ordi-
nary carbon resistors are satisfactory but very high-leakage-resistance
capacitors are required to obtain stability of calibration®

3® THEORT OF OPERATION

The method of obtaining the effective intensity of a condenser-dis-
charge light flashed at a known rate from measurements of the average
intensity is developed below.

3d Definition of Terms®

I the instantaneous intensity of the test light during a flash

T the average intensity of the test light during a complete flash
cycle

I the effective intensity of the test light
V

Is the intensity of the standard laifp

T the transmittance of Ihe sector disc

D the distance between the test light and the diffusing glass of
the photometer

(1) NBS Report IUi21® Report on the Design and Calibration of a Remote-
Indicating Photoelectric Brightness Meter. C. A. Douglas and I.Nimeroff.
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d the distance between the standard lamp and the diffusing glass
of the photometer

~}T the time required for a complete flash cycle

R the recorder reading

R
g

the recorder reading during calibration with the standard lamp.

3.2 Basic Relations

The effective intensity is defined as

Oo 2 + t^ ** t^

The times tg_ and tg are generally chosen so that I is equal to I
at these times- However* the effective intensity is sufficiently
small in comparison to the instantaneous intensity over most of the flash
so that

Idt may be replaced by / Idt without introducing significant

*1 Jo
errors. In addition the flash of a condenser-discharge light is so short

But

therefore*

I 5iV (U)

Because of the time constant of the input circuit* the recorder
responds to the average current of the phototube. During a flash the

photoelectric current charges capacitor and the voltage across the

phototube is not decreased appreciably. Hence the phototube does not
saturate and the photoelectric currentis at all tiroes proportional to
the illumination on the phototube.

(2 )"NBS Report Computation of the Effective Intensity of Flashing
Lights. C. A. Douglas.
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Therefore , the recorder reading is given by

where k is a constant of proportionality which is a function of the ex-
posed area of the diffusing glass, the input resistance of the d-c am-
plifier, the range on which the amplifier is set, the load resistance
across the output of the amplifier, and the sensitivity of the recorder.

Combining equations (U) and (5),

$ -y d2

k
( 6)

For ease in interpretation of the recorder charts, the ratio I
@
/R

is made the product of either an integer, or the reciprocal of an integer,
and an appropriate power of ten by adjusting the parameters of the circuit
to obtain the proper value of k. The recorder chart can then be graduated
in a convenient number of effective candles per chart division.

3<»3 Calibration.

The calibration of the photometric system to obtain the proper value
of k is accomplished by means of a standard lamp.

Since Rs

kX T
s

~d^~
(7)

R
s ' 5Tn2 ( 8 )

A value of I
g
/R is chosen and the parameters of the photometric

system are adjusted to obtain the desired Eg. The aperture of the
photoiiBter is kept sufficiently small that the phototube will not be
saturated during a flash. The electrometer-amplifier is generally oper-

ated on the 100= or 300“ millivolt range using an input resistance of
107 or 10® ohms. The maximum oulput of the instrument is kept near, but
below, the design maximum. Final adjustment of the calibration is ob-
tained by adjusting the value of the resistor, R, , across the output
of the amplifier until the voltage drop across this resistor drives the
recorder to the desired reading, Rg0

3«U Performance Tests.

The photometric system was calibrated by means of standard lamp
NBS 790 (631 candles) one meter from the photometer and two 2 - aperture
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sector discs having transmittanees of 0*0098 and 0*023>2* These sector
discs were used as designed and also with one aperture blocked,. The discs
were driven at speeds of 80 rpm and greater* Under these conditions the
variation of the illumination on the photometer with time approximates that
obtained with condenser-discharge lamps* No measurable change of response
with variation in speed of rotation of the sector discs was found* The
variation of output agreed with the computed changes in trananittance of
the sector discs within the accuracy with which the recorder chart could
be read*

Measurements have been made automatically of the intensity distribu-
tions of a number of projectors using condenser-discharge lamps* The light
under test was mounted on a goniometer to permit rotation about a fixed
horizontal axis perpendicular to the photometric axis and about a secondary
axis perpendicular to the first and initially vertical* These angles are
referred to as ”vertical 11 and ^horizontal 11 respectively* Traverses were
taken by driving the goniometer and the reeorder-chart drives with syn-
chronous motors * thus recording the intensity of the light as a function of
the angle from the axis of the light* The speed of the goniometer drive
was 7° 5® per minute* This speed was sufficiently slow that the photometric
system could follow the changes in intensity even with the long time con-
stant introduced by the smoothing network in the input circuit to the d-c
amplifier*

Examples of these measurements are shown in figures 2 and 3* As indi-
cated in figure 2* when the flash rate is two per second* the time constant
of the photometric system is sufficient to smooth the curves so that the

individual flashes are not shown* However* as shown by figure 3* when the

flash rate is one per second* the effect of the individual flashes is vis-
ible* This effect could have been reduced by increasing the value of R-,

and Rg* However* the time constant would then have been so long that the

scan rate of the goniometer would have had to be considerably slower than
the 7o5> degrees per minute which was used in order that the photometric
system follow the changes in intensity with angle of view*

ho DISCUSSION

The photometer system described here is* of course* not limited to
the photometry of condenser=discharge lights only* but is applicable to
any light having a flash duration of less than about one millisecond
(between the times when the intensity is about $% of peak intensity)* The
effective intensity distributidis of lights with flash durations somewhat
longer than one millisecond (about 0*01 second) can often be recorded
automatically with this system if a suitable correction factor is included
in the calibration* This factor is the ratio of the effective intensity
computed by equation (1) to that computed by equation (2)*

The components used in the system described here can* of course* be
replaced with components having similar characteristics* Those listed in
figure 1 were used because they were readily available*
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